
The revolutionary new contracted service for
Deep Aeration and Instant Fill 

At the 8” level, take a look at 
the bottom of the hole. That 
“green sand” is just part of the 
sand column injected by 
MAXIMUS!

The “green sand”
is dyed to show 
the material injected 
by the incredible 
MAXIMUS 
Deep-Aeration, 
Instant-Fill Technology.

9”to 11”
DEEP

Now you can aerate and fill

9” to 11” deep
without lost or discounted rounds

Even better, the MAXIMUS
Deep-Aeration, Instant-Fill Service is nearly 

1/2 the cost
of alternative technologies
■ About 1 hour per green.
■ Inject about 2.5 tons of

sand per hour.
■ Minimal surface disruption

■ No lost or discounted rounds
■ Allows you to change your root 

zone anytime at low cost
■ Closer 5” x 6” or 6” x 6”spacing

After MAXIMUS treatment After alternative treatment



Incredible 
Deep Aeration Results

Aerated and Filled 
9”to 11”Deep

Deep Aeration and Instant Fill 

800-270-TURF (8377) 
DryJect.com

High pressure water 
blasts an aeration 
hole in the root zone, 
shattering action  
relieves compaction

Inches

Compaction 
Layer

Dry or wet material  
is drawn into the hole 
by a patented vacuum 
effect created by  
the water blast

In a fraction of a second, 
the root zone is aerated, 
soil amendment fills the 
hole completely and the 
surface is ready for play
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How MAXIMUS Works
Aerates deep and amends in the blink of an eye!

Here’s what  
you’ll see
✓  Improved water and  

air infiltration
✓  Compaction relief and  

related problems
✓  Fast turf response to  

improved root zone  
conditions

✓  Healthier turf with reduced  
input requirements

Ideal for Sports Turf!

MAXIMUS Service: 
What’s the process?
✓  We come with machines  

and operators
✓  You supply the sand and  

or amendment and the  
personnel to fill the machine

✓  The rate of work is about 
2.5 tons of sand and 1 
green per hour per machine


